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ABSTRACT: 

We present some numerical results corresponding to a recently proposed structured illumination 
based set-up able to achieve resolution beyond the diffraction limit in 4f optical setup. The technique 
is based on the use of a liquid crystal display to multiplex the different linear phases which produce 
all the tilted plane waves at the same time. At the SLM plane constant phases are assigned to each 
tilted beam. The object is illuminated several times with simultaneous illumination (i.e., 
simultaneous tilted beams), every time carrying different constant phases. A total of          
interferograms are recorded at the CCD plane, corresponding to the same number of constant phases 
sets. The proper selection of phases helps to separate the correlated terms. In a post processing 
procedure, each hologram is transformed to the spectrum domain and spatially shifted to its proper 
position. The combination of these shifted segments of the object spectrum gives the synthesized 
spectrum. To obtain super resolved image inverse Fourier transform is taken of the synthesized 
spectrum. 
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RESUMEN: 

En este trabajo se presentan resultados numéricos correspondientes a un nuevo método para la 
obtención de imágenes super-resueltas que se basa en la iluminación estructurada del objeto a 
estudiar. En particular, la iluminación estructurada consiste en diferentes ondas planas con distintas 
inclinaciones que iluminan el objeto simultáneamente. Para generar dicha iluminación, se utiliza una 
pantalla de cristal líquido donde se multiplexan diferentes fases lineales, que originan las distintas 
ondas planas simultáneamente. Para recuperar apropiadamente la información extra de las 
frecuencias altas del objeto, que está codificada en los diferentes haces inclinados, se ilumina el 
objeto diversas veces con la iluminación estructurada, pero añadiendo diferentes fases constantes a 
los distintos haces. Los correspondientes interferogramas se capturan mediante el uso de una 
cámara CCD. La selección adecuada de los valores para las fases constantes añadidas, permite 
separar los diferentes términos correlacionados. Finalmente, en un post-procesado, se realiza la 
Transformada de Fourier de cada holograma obtenido, y se desplaza cada fragmento del dominio de 
frecuencias del objeto a su posición correcta. Aplicando la transformada de Fourier inversa al 
espectro sintetizado, obtenemos una imagen super-resuelta del objeto. 

Palabras clave: Modulador Espacial de Luz, Super-Resolución, Iluminación Multiplexada. 
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1. Introduction 

The resolution of an optical imaging system can 

be defined as the smallest spatial separation 

distance between two features that still can be 

resolved in the imaging system. This resolution 

limit is depended upon the imaging wavelength 

and size of aperture and CCD sampling. The 

higher spatial frequencies of the object are 

blocked by the numerical aperture of the optical 

system. To obtain these high spatial frequencies 

of the object by breaking this classical limit is 

called superresolution [1]. Superresolution 

technique is applied in field where detailed 

information of the object is required, like 

medical imaging. Different techniques in 

literature have been reported to obtain high 

resolution images. Some of these techniques are 

based on grating [2], structure illumination [3-

4], optical mask [5]. Holography is used to 

record the phase and amplitude of the object, 

firstly used for super resolution [6-7] in 1971. 

The digital holography techniques are used 

to bring the higher spatial frequencies into the 

pass band using structure illumination [8-9]. The 

structure illumination is produced by different 

method like Vertical-cavity surface-emitting 

laser (VCSEL), grating or lens array. Usually in 

structured illumination imaging technique the 

object is illuminated from different angles 

sequentially, and interfered with reference beam 

to obtain interferogram [5,10,11]. In ref. [12], 

multiple focal point technique used to design 

amplitude and phases lenses. 

Recently, we have proposed a new super-

resolution technique based on a spatial light 

modulator [13]. In the proposed technique, the 

object is illuminated from different defined 

directions and several interferograms are 

obtained by their mutual interference. Spatial 

liquid crystal modulator is used to create and 

multiplex these beams. Several images are 

captured by change of the relative phases. After 
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proper post processing different parts of 

spectrum are shifted to their proper position to 

synthesize the spectrum, which inverse Fourier 

transform gives super resolved image. In this 

article we review this technique and present 

some additional numerical results. 

 

2. Optical set-up 

The used optical set-up to obtain high resolution 

image was proposed in Ref. [13] and it is shown 

in Fig. 1. An imaging 4f optical system forms the 

image of the object on the CCD camera. At the 

Fourier plane an aperture is placed, blocking the 

high spatial frequencies of the object spectrum 

due to its limited size. This results in a low 

resolution image at the CCD plane. If the object is 

illuminated by a tilted plane wave, then, the 

Fourier spectrum of the object is shifted, 

allowing the pass of higher band frequencies of 

the object spectrum. The tilted plane wave is 

produced by the combination of the spatial light 

modulator (SLM) and the collimating lens. In 

fact, several divergent lenses with different 

shifts are encoded in the SLM. The back focal 

plane of the encoded lenses coincides with the 

focal plane of the collimating lens, producing a 

tilted plane wave whose tilt depends on the shift 

selected. In this way at the CCD plane images 

with different band pass can be obtained. By 

properly combining these images, a high 

resolution image can be produced. 

We propose to use a multiplexed illumination 

with the 5 shifted lenses implemented at the 

same time. During this process the central part 

of object spectrum and also the other shifted 

spectrum segments are passing simultaneously 

through the imaging system. The random 

multiplexing method used here is explained in 

[14]. To retrieve all the correlation terms some 

constant phases are assigned to each 

multiplexed section of SLM plane. By using 

different combination of constant phases a total 

of seven interferograms are recorded for 1D 

(one dimensional case) and 21 interferograms 

for 2D (i.e. two dimensional case). From these 

recorded interferograms the correlations terms 

are retrieved. The recovered parts are shifted to 

their original position using the data of aperture  
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up. 
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size and SLM shift of tilted beams to reconstruct 

the synthesized spectrum, whose inverse 

Fourier transform gives super resolved image. 

 

3. Mathematical model 

Let us assume that the system in Fig. 1 is 

illuminated with plane waves without tilt. Then, 

the irradiance at the image plane will be: 

                         (1) 

where        and        are object 

transmission and the coherent point spread 

function (PSF) of the system respectively. Note 

that the sign   denotes convolution. 

The Fourier transform of Eq. (1) with tilted 

beam illumination with constant phases    is 

given as: 

                                    

                            
(2) 

where the sign * denotes correlation. If the 

object is simultaneously illuminated with   tilted 

beams having different constant phases, the 

corresponding Fourier transform is modified by: 
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_____________________________________________________________ 

where   and   denote the different phases 

assigned to the beams (which allow us to 

separate the correlated terms), and the 

coefficients      accounts for the different 

correlations. 

For the two-dimensional case, we have 

created a total of five beams      , two tilted 

beams leading to displacements at the   

direction, two tilted beams leading 

displacements at the y direction, and one light 

beam without tilt. Note that even this number of 

tilted beams is not optimal, it is used because is 

able to illustrate the validity of our proposed 

technique. Structured illumination of object can 

be optimized by studying the effect in resolution 

of increasing the number of tilted beams. In fact, 

by increasing this number, larger frequency 

information of the object may be obtained, but 

the efficiency of the diffractive lenses generated 

with the LCoS display may be reduced. Thus, an 

optimal trade-off between these two specifics 

can be studied to determine the optimal number 

of tilted beams selected. 

By using five beams, the resulting structured 

illumination leads to 25 different terms for the 

relation given in Eq. (3), each one with its 

corresponding constant phase          . 

However, in the case of     (it happens five 

times for the current     case), the constant 

phase is equal to the unity and we can rewrite 

Eq. (3) as the summation of two different 

addends, as shown in Eq. (4). In fact, whereas 

the first factor of Eq. (4) includes the five terms 

sharing the constant phase equal to 1 

(accounting for the autocorrelation of different 

parts of the spectra), the second factor of Eq. (4) 

includes the remainder 20 correlations 

(accounting for the correlations that cross 

different parts of the spectra): 

                        

 

   

 

   

  

      

 

   

               

 

     

  

(4) 

In this equation we have 21 unknowns:     . By 

changing the constant phases    we can obtain 
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another interferogram (Eq. (4)). By repeating 

this operation 21 times we will obtain 21 

equations. If the constant phases are well 

selected these equations will be independent. In 

particular, by using matricidal notation, the 

interferogram vector   is equal to the product of 

the unknown vector   with the constant phases 

matrix  . 

       (5) 

At this point, by using pseudo-inverse of the 

phases matrix  , the coefficients of expanded 

equation are calculated which actually gives the 

segments of object spectrum: 

        (6) 

In this work we have used a certain arrangement 

of constant phases          , being useful to 

prove the validity of our proposed technique. 

However, the chosen arrangement of phases is 

not optimal. Therefore, an optimization process 

can be applied to achieve a selection of phases 

minimizing the noise propagation that have 

place in the inverting process. To this aim, a 

certain quality indicator, as the Condition 

Number, can be used. 

Finally, the obtained coefficients     , are 

back shifted to their original positions and they 

are used to fulfill Eq. (3). The shifting process, 

necessary to retrieve the correct values for the 

coefficients     , is detailed in Ref. [13]. By 

obtaining accurate values for the      

coefficients, the following synthetized spectrum 

is obtained: 

                         (7) 

Equation (7) gives the synthesized spectrum, 

having higher spatial frequencies than the 

limited object spectrum. The inverse Fourier 

transform of Eq. (7) gives the super-resolved 

image: 

                          (8) 

In Eq. (8) the PSF of the system is narrower than 

the PSF in Eq. (1), which is the proof of the 

enhancement of resolution. 

 

4. Simulation results 

The proposed technique is tested using 1951 US 

resolution chart as input object by computer 

simulation. The input object is simultaneously 

illuminated by five shifted illumination (two 

along  -axis two along y-axis and one at center) 

to record images at the CCD plane. The shift of 

each illumination from the central one is related 

to the dimension of the aperture placed at 

imaging system (see Fig. 1). All images are 

overlapped at the CCD plane, to recover the 

segments of object spectrum independently, 

different phase relations are used. 

Figure 2 shows the simulated result in which 

different recovered parts of the object spectrum 

are shown. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the 

recovered part of the object spectrum along  -

axis and Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) show the recovered 

part of the object spectrum along  -axis. The 

detail of reconstruction is explained in 

mathematical part of the article. Figure 3(a) 

shows the reconstructed spectrum and its 

corresponding image in Fig. 3(b). The 

reconstructed spectrum is obtained by stitching 

all the segments of the object spectrum passed 

through aperture due to different illumination. 

The inverse Fourier transform of the 

reconstructed spectrum gives image which is 

super resolved. 

 

 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 2. Different spectra reconstruction: (a-d) are obtained after solving the linear equation system composed of 21 correlation terms. 
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Fig. 3. Reconstructed spectrum and its corresponding image: (a) show the reconstructed spectrum obtained by combining all the 
segments of the object spectrum; (b) shows the super resolved image obtained by taking inverse Fourier transform of Fig. 3(a). 
 

 

Fig. 4. Simulations results :(a) Original image; (b) low resolution image obtained with the system; (c) higher resolution image 
obtained by applying the proposed method. 

 

In addition, we want to emphasize that the 

results provided in Fig. 4 constitute a 

generalization of the study given in Ref. [13], 

where the simultaneous illumination based 

technique was applied to the one-dimensional 

case. In this section, the super-resolved method 

is extended to the two dimensional case, leading 

to significant improvement in the image 

resolution. This fact can be observed in Fig. 4(c), 

where an increase in resolution is obtained not 

only for the x direction (vertical lines) but also 

for the y direction (horizontal lines). 

Finally, Fig. 4 shows the comparison of band 

limited image with super resolved image along 

with original object. Figure 4(b) is the band 

limited image which is obtained with only one 

illumination, while Fig. 4(c) shows the super 

resolved image which is obtained by tilted beam 

illuminations. Figure 4(a) shows the original 

object which is used as input object in 

simulation. The visual comparison clearly shows 

that Fig. 4(c) is highly resolved compared to Fig. 

4(b) which means that the missing frequencies 

are achieved in Fig. 4(c) using tilted illumination. 

In Fig. 4(c) the group of three lines under the 

digit ‘3’ is very much clearer than the original 

object. In Fig. 4(b) the same part of the object is 

blurred, being difficult to identify the number of 

lines. This is because only low spatial 

frequencies are passed through aperture while 

blocked higher spatial frequencies. 

 

5. Conclusion 

We have presented some additional results for a 

recently proposed method [13] to achieve super-

resolution in an optical imaging system. In 

particular, we have used a 4f optical system to 

better show the behavior of the method. The 

proposed method consists in the simultaneous 

(a) (b)

(a) (b) (c)
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illumination of the object with different tilted 

beams. Each tilted beam allows a different part 

of the object to pass through the aperture of the 

system. To obtain the amplitude and phase, an in 

line interferometric method is used. All tilted 

illuminations are used simultaneously. By 

adding different constant phases to each tilted 

beam, it is possible to extract each part of the 

spectrum but shifted from its position. Then, the 

final step is to shift and combine all the 

spectrums to obtain the superresolved image. 

We have developed some simulations and the 

obtained results confirm the proposed method. 
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